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Member Spotlight

Lynn Stedman Adams
What do you do for a living?
Program Director at the NIH
What are your favorite hobbies (besides horses)?
Are there other hobbies?
How did you get ﬁrst get into riding and/or dressage?
I started riding because the farm down the street from
me had a pony in the ﬁeld and my friends and I wanted
to play with it. The farmer let us ride the pony bareback
around his farm. She tossed us quite a bit, scraped us oﬀ
under tree limbs or on the side of the barn. This is how I
learned to stay on! I got into dressage at the University of
New Hampshire as this was a part of the riding curriculum.
We did eventing there, but I was never very brave over fences, possibly due to the broken wrist and concussion from
two separate falls on the cross-country course. When I left
the University, I continued with the dressage only. I was
fortunate to have Janet Briggs as an instructor there and
she was a classically trained rider. I really appreciated the
theory behind dressage and how you work with the horse’s
natural reactions to develop the movements.
Name and breed of your ﬁrst horse?
Kafanas Sabrina (aka: Shantih); Polish Arabian
Name and breed of your current horse?
Falcor (no fancy show name); Hanoverian
What is your biggest challenge?
Fear of falling/getting hurt. I used to be fearless and
would ride any crazy horse available. I was referred to as
the “test pilot” at the Paddock Riding Club in LA when I
worked there in my early 20s. After several injuries and
with getting older, it became more diﬃcult to ride without
the potential for bodily harm always lurking in the back of
my head. Falcor has helped me quite a bit with getting past
my fears (mostly), he’s pretty solid but no angel. I realized I
either needed to sit my butt in the saddle and ride through
it or quit, because it’s dangerous to constantly ride with that
kind of fear in the forefront. Thanks to several fantastic instructors like Linda Speer, Donna Gatchell, and Tony Eyler, who have worked with me on how to react to spooking
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behavior, I have become more
adept at handling Falcor’s quirky
spooking behaviors. I don’t think
the fearless 20-year-old will ever
make an appearance again. I’m
OK with that though, I consider
it self-preservation.
Can you name your worst riding moment?
Riding down the center line at
a Clarksville show in Feb. of 2018
and having my horse go lame! I
was so worried about him.
How about your best riding moment?
That is a tough one, there have been so many good ones!
I would have to say that brief 5 seconds on Charlotte Bredahl’s schoolmaster, Copenhagen, when we did passage.
Then of course he realized I didn’t know what I was doing
and just quit on me.
What goals are you currently working on?
I’m working on really understanding and mastering second level movements like the mediums and the transitions
between canter/walk/canter. I’m also working on a more effective seat, allowing the forward movement by not leaning
back, not clenching my knees, remembering to keep following with my seat…on and on. I’m sure everyone appreciates how complicated it all is! Changing how you sit is like
changing your golf swing, it’s awkward and frustrating but
it will pay oﬀ in the end.
Who is your favorite famous dressage horse?
Gigolo
What is your favorite thing about PVDA?
The community PVDA creates, I have met so many wonderful people that I never would have if I had not joined. I
feel fortunate to have interacted with judges, facility owners, and show managers through managing the schooling
show program. I have made great friends in my Chapter
and others at the Chapter Challenge. I moved to this area in
2011 and PVDA has helped me to connect with and make
horsey friends.
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BIT AND
BRIDLE FIT
CLINIC

Join us for a bit and bridle fit clinic with Horse by
Horse. There are options for one and two hour
sessions for snaffle and double bridle fittings.
When: September 19 & 20, 2020
Where: Good News Stable, Boyds MD
Contact: Helen Epting hepting@comcast.net

More Information at
www.goodnewsstableinc.com

Dear Members,
It’s been another interesting month in a year that
sometimes feels like a Hollywood movie. We have
been holding PVDA Board
meetings via Zoom and
working hard to bring the
show season to life. We had
our first schooling show at
Lynn Adams
president@pvda.org Southwind Farm thanks to
owner Sheri Thornley for
graciously oﬀering her farm. New strategies put in
place such as no contact picking up of show packets and ribbons, mask wearing, and the separation
of scribe and judge worked well! Thirty-nine rides
were ridden, and a good time had by all! It was good
to be showing again and to see familiar faces in person, if not from a distance. Thanks to Fox Village,
we were able to email tests to competitors also. Hard
working Carolyn Del Grosso has spearheaded these
changes in our shows, and we are grateful for her
dedication to making sure the shows go on! We are
looking forward to more schooling shows in August
and beyond, as well as our first recognized show at
Waredaca in August. Hope to see you there.
Because of the limited number of shows this year,
the Board of Directors has voted to decrease the requirements for scores and volunteer hours for year
end awards. For the levels below second, you will
need 4 scores instead of 7, and for second level and
above you will need 3 scores instead of 5. Musical
freestyle and pas de deux will require 2 scores. Volunteer hours have been lowered to 4 hours or $50
donation. We will also extend the qualifying shows
to the Fall show in November to give everyone an
extra chance at getting their scores. As always, keep
an eye on the show omnibus on the PVDA webpage
for which shows will be running this year.
We had some challenges this year also with the
Newsletter, as COVID-19 has aﬀected all aspects of
life, including businesses that print and distribute
publications. We are back up and running and as
always, welcome your submissions! We have had
some great articles submitted by members these last
continued on page 4
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President’s Window continued from page 3

few months, thanks to all our writers
including the judges that have given
their time and wisdom to our new “Advice from C” column. We also always
need photos, so please send us any
high-resolution photos you have of
you and your horse, or just your horse,
and we’ll get them in print! You may
even find your horse on the cover.
Thank you all for hanging in there
with us, I know it hasn’t been the kind
of year we all imagined. I know for me,
the horses and the PVDA community
help the days feel more normal. Stay
safe and stay in the saddle!
Sincerely,

Lynn Adams

PVDA Chapters
Send 2020 Chapter Committee
updates to chapters@pvda.org

Bayside baysidechapter@yahoo.com
Calvert County Christina Dale
christinasmug@gmail.com • Catoctin Donna Maranto donna.maranto@
gmail.com • Charles Karen Cieplak
240-380-5051,
karenceiplak@gmail.
com • Clarksville Tracey Trainum
and Patty Blanchard clarksville.pvda1@
gmail.com • Friendship Liz Erwin
lerwin9858@aol.com • Harwood
Chapter Debra Kennedy debraken@
hotmail.com • Marlborough Cheryl Swing 301-888-2650, cheryls301@aol.
com • Northern Maryland Katie Straton 410-259-4165, katie@stratonsporthorses.com • Peninsula Dressage
Kim Briele (President) horsebridgefarm@comcast.net • St. Mary’s Karen
Siebert (co-chair) ksiebert@gmtp.net;
Alice Allen (co-chair) 301-475-8446,
alice.beagles@gmail.com • Sugarloaf Mountain Julie Kingsbury 301972-8975, j.kingsbury@earthlink.net •
Tri-County Julie Gross 301-503-7709
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Committees
of the Board
For complete contact information see www.pvda.org
• Awards
(High Scores, Trophies and
Ribbons, Trophy Fund,
Recognized Rider Awards)
Linda Speer (chair), Lydia
Wainwright, Lynn Adams,
Hannah Ong, Shira Rosenthal
• Chapters
Liz Erwin (chair), Christina Dale,
Karyn Spertzel, Hannah Ong
• Education
Carroll Herron (chair), Mimi
Mack, Karyn Spertzel, Camilla
Cornwell, Hannah Ong, Polly
Irons
• Finance
Carolyn Del Grosso (chair), Lydia
Wainwright
• Fundraising/Marketing
(Sponsorships)
Mimi Mack (chair), Lydia
Wainwright
• Governance
Christina Dale (chair), Executive
Committee
• Membership
membership@pvda.org
Liz Erwin (chair), Christina Dale
• Newsletter
(Calendar, Classifieds, Mailing)
newsletter@pvda.org
Lynn Adams, Christina Dale,
Emily Nessel, Sarah Yaroslaski, Liz
Erwin, Karyn Spertzel
• Partners and Allies
(Maryland Horse Council,
National Liason, GMOs)
Jocelyn Pearson (chair), Camilla
Cornwell, Wendy Emblin

• Publications
(Service Directory, Omnibus,
Mailings)
•Riders
Jr/YR: Chairs Polly &
Hannah Irons. Committee:
Camilla Cornwell, Hilary Moore
Hebert
Adults: Chair Kyle Peiffer.
Committee: Liz Erwin, Hannah
Ong, Linda Speer, Karyn Spertzel
• Ride for Life
www.pvdarideforlife,org
Chair Sarah Yaroslaski
Committee: Kyle Peiffer, Mimi
Mack, Lydia Wainwright
• Shows
Chair Carolyn Del Grosso.
Committee: Linda Speer, Camilla
Cornwell, Kyle Peiffer. Schooling
Shows: Chair Lynn Adams.
Committee: Lydia Wainwright,
Sarah Yaroslaski, Kyle Peiffer,
Wendy Emblin, Christina Dale, Liz
Erwin, Camilla Cornwell. Linda
Speer (equipment), Julie Gross
(southern equipment), Shira
Rosenthal (SS treasurer)
• Special Events
(Awards Dinner, Expo, Other)
Linda Speer (chair), Christina
Dale, Mimi Mack, Lynn Adams
• Volunteers
Ninja Nissen (chair)
• Website
Christina Dale (chair), Kyle
Peiffer, Lynn Adams, Christina
Dale, Liz Erwin, Wendy Emblin

Pausing During the Pandemic
By Rose Caslar

In more normal times, I talk to my dad on the phone
every two weeks. But due to Covid-19, he goes out of his
house much less and expressed loneliness to me, so now
we speak every week. While he is a good ‘dad cheerleader’ for my dressage riding, our conversations about riding are rarely very in-depth. I try to think of funny non
– horseperson stories to tell him, like which horses in the
barn prefer bananas over carrots. Recently, he surprised
me with a diﬀerent type of question. He asked me, “What
do you say to your students about perfection in dressage?”
Right away, I heard my husband’s words in my head – give
me a student who will work hard. Whoever shows up and
does the work will get it. I said, “We don’t really use the
word ‘perfect’ with our students. We focus on small steps
of improvement, trying hard to learn and become better.”
During the Covid – 19 restrictions, we have been fortunate in that we live and work on our Lost Hollow Farm.
We have a barnful of horses to care for and train, so even
though clinics and lessons were oﬀ the calendar, our days
were full of the pleasant rhythms of horse-keeping and
the endless fascination of developing dressage horses into
partners and athletes.
But like many riding teachers and trainers, there was a
stretch of time in which I couldn’t see my students at all,
much less oﬀer them advice on the nuances of improving
their riding. I had more time than usual to ask myself –
what am I trying to do here? Aside from the obvious (stay
in business, bring horses up
the levels, prepare for sales
and competition), what is
my purpose, my goal without the hustle of clinics and
teaching, the challenges of
the show season?
For me, what remains
is what has always been at
the heart of my riding and
teaching – consistent in the
pulse of my everyday work
of backing young horses
and straightening centerlines and flying changes. It
is the journey of horses leading me toward who I would
like to become: kinder, more resilient, more measured,
more skillful, more confident. A rider and teacher with
deep knowledge of her subject, whose advice comes from
years of correcting her own mistakes, facing her own
flaws, breaking her own glass ceilings of technique, emo-

tional control, perseverance, and foresight. On the way
to the ‘perfect’ performance my dad asked about, there is
quite a lot of unseen work to do.
Sixteen years ago, when I first launched my own
modest horse training business in Colorado, I worked
with women who were older than I. They were capable,
cheerful, unflappable, and encouraging. I felt I was in a
community in which all boats rose together, a network
of support for learning and goals, all based on our love of
horses and riding. When I look at my work – roughened
hands and my muscles forged by years in the saddle, I see
shadows of the women I admired, and I hope I can pass
along their examples.
Thanks to the hard work of many volunteers, horse
shows are beginning to open
again. With that means a
return to pursuing a more
easily understood form of
progress and improvement.
The pause of the pandemic
was a new kind of diﬃculty
for us and our community
of friends and riders. But
our time apart reminded
me: there is so much more
than perfection in dressage
that I want to share with my
students.

check the omnibus for
upcoming PVDA shows!
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Angi Voss answers
questions
from riders for us
this month. Angi
is a freelance dressage instructor, ‘r’
Dressage
Judge,
and active competitor. She has earned
her USDF Bronze
and Silver Medals
and is a certified
Jane Savoie Instructor. She has been
fortunate to be in
training programs
with many classical
trainers including
Tom Poulin, Sharon and Grant Schneidman, Kathy Connelly, and Betsy and Jessie Steiner. Angi enjoys helping
riders improve their test scores and has a special interest
in teaching fix-a-test rides and clinics. She welcomes riders of all levels.
Question 1: Can you explain what you look for when a
test calls for the rider to allow the horse to stretch? What
mistakes do you often see with this element of a test?

Angi Answers: The stretch circle is test of connection
and a good indicator to you and the judge about how your
training is going. It proves balance, throughness, suppleness, obedience and relaxation. It also has a gymnasticizing element that creates greater elasticity by lifting the
back more and allowing the hindlegs to reach under with
more spring. The mental and physical benefits are very
beneficial to the well-being of the horse. This important
movement is usually a coeﬃcient of 2 and shows up in
training level test 2 and 3 and all the 1st level tests. It can
also aﬀect the submission score in a positive or negative
way.
In execution, the horse should show a willing desire to
seek the contact forward, downward with an opening of
the throat latch and “fill up the reins” equal to the amount
that the rider gives. The mouth appears soft and chewing
and there is a desire to follow the rein without resistance
or hesitation. The ideal stretch shows an arc over the lifted
back from base of tail to the nose with the hind legs under and a looseness over the topline. Once you feel this,
“sitting on a rainbow” feeling, you will reap the benefits
of the exercise and keep coming back for more. The retake of the reins should be well organized and shown with
ease, reliability, and no resistance. The accuracy of the circle is an important factor as well that shows balance of the
continued on page 7

Potomac Valley Dressage Association Membership Application 2020

PVDA is a USDF Group Member Organization (GMO) and PVDA members are automatically USDF Group Members.
THE PVDA MEMBERSHIP YEAR RUNS FROM JANUARY 1 THROUGH DECEMBER 31.

• Junior/Young Rider (up to 21)
• Adult
• Senior (65 and over)
• Business
• Family (includes 1 add’l)
• Additional Family
• Life Adult

1 YEAR

2 YEAR

❒ $45
❒ $60
❒ $45
❒ $90
❒ $85
❒ $20 ea
❒

❒ $75
❒ $100
❒ $75
❒ $150
❒ $145
❒ $40 ea

I would like to volunteer:

❒ Anything
❒ Show (General)
❒ Show Manager
❒ Scribe
❒ Ride for Life

PVDA Membership Directory Options

$799

Name:

DOB*:

❒ AA ❒ Pro

Fam 1:

DOB*:

❒ AA ❒ Jr/YR

Fam 2:

DOB*:

❒ AA ❒ Jr/YR

Street:
email:

Have you been a PVDA member?: ❒ Yes ❒ No
Main GMO:

USDF #:

Mail me a newsletter: ❒ Yes ❒ No

* Birthdates are REQUIRED for Jr/YR & Senior Memberships.
Login at PVDA.org to update your proﬁle/information.
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List Phone: ❒ Yes ❒ No
List Email: ❒ Yes ❒ No
I would like to donate toward:
Year End Trophy Fund:
PVDA Ride for Life:

City/St/Zip:
Phone:

❒ Education
❒ Newsletter
❒ Marketing
❒ Computer
❒ Other

Mail completed application with check
made payable to PVDA to:
Liz Erwin, PVDA Membership
16816 Norbrook Drive
Olney, MD 20832
membership@pvda.org
301.924.5970

Advice from C continued from page 6

horse between the rider’s legs without falling in or out on
the circle. The bend through the body helps create lateral
suppleness and lift over the back.
Some common pitfalls of the stretch include:
• The horse loses balance onto forehand, tempo gets
fast, and steering becomes diﬃcult. This can be exacerbated by a rider who leans very forward and
thus puts more weight on the forehand.
• The horse snatches the bit and dives down dropping back and withers.
• The horse was in “held carriage” and against bit
and upon release it flings its head up and drops
back even more.
• Rider drops the reins and nothing happens, lacks
connection back to front.
• Reins get loopy during stretch and then rider inadvertently grabs horse in the mouth on uptake.
• Horse curls chin towards chest and avoids contact.
• Rider fails to allow enough stretch and doesn’t give
or soften the reins. This can be from fear of letting
go or misunderstanding of the movement.
• A gravity stretch where the head goes down and
only the front of the horse is involved. The back
remains hollow and the hindlegs out behind.
• Wide or busy hands attempting to pull the horse
down.
An interesting thing that sometimes happens is the
horse who appeared to resist and be against the hand suddenly is “on the bit” when allowed to stretch. It may not
have enough stretch for a high mark, but it’s a good indicator that the rider was holding too much. I can hopefully
give comments to help the rider develop a more gentle,

Classifieds
Post it with PVDA

Classifieds are available to PVDA members
only, at no charge, as a membership benefit.
Classifieds MUST be received by the 5th of the
month preceding publication.
Email classifieds@pvda.org. Classifieds are
placed on PVDA’s website, www.pvda.org.

Free Classifieds
for Members!

breathing connection. I think we all hold more than we
realize. In a clinic, I once heard Hilda Gurney describe
how to put a horse on the bit...She said, ’teach the horse
to stretch and then limit the stretch.” I think this is very
helpful instruction and I often use that in my teaching.
The key is practice, patience and reward. This is a
non-brilliant movement that all horses can master and
score well doing. It will also help in the development of
correct basics.
Question 2: What one thing would you like tell riders
that come into your ring (schooling or rated show) - i.e. is
there something you see often that you wish riders knew
to do or not to do?
Angi Answers: I would like to explain to them that it’s
not only about going from point A to point B, but how
you get there with quality and correct basics that reflects
proper use of training scale. I think riders must sometimes be upset when they get their tests back and say, “I
cantered at C, why the low mark?” The judge has to look
at so many more factors than did the horse canter. Was
the rhythm clear, demonstrating suppleness, disconnected, braced in jaw, mouth open, tight in the back, crooked,
behind the vertical, anticipating, behind the leg, on light
aids, etc…We judges love to give high marks, but we have
to consider correct basics and this is the first part of our
equation to come up with a score.
Happy riding!
Thank you, Angi, for answering questions from our PVDA
members. If you have questions you would like posed to
one of our judges, please email them to Lynn Adams at
Lstedda68@yahoo.com..

Boarding
• Dedication Dressage Farm is a serene, private, full care facility located on 25+ ac. in
Jeﬀerson, MD - conveniently located near
Routes 70, 270, 15 and 340. State of the art
full size indoor dressage arena equipped with
IGK dustless footing. Owner has decades of
experience, lives on the property. Lessons,
training, sales consignment available. Please
contact Deborah (410)980-0275 or email
DedicationDressageFarm@gmail.com

Equipment
• Trilogy Amadeo Elite Saddle. Size 17.5”
Wide. The choice of riders who favor a more
moderate depth of seat and twist with a generous seatbone position. Good used condi-

tion, some minor scratches, normal wear.
New billets, reflocked. $1500 Liz Erwin renegade.red@hotmail.com or 301-924-5970
• Custom Saddlery Wolfgang Omni Monoflap, 18” with hybrid panels. M/W wood
tree. Black buﬀalo leather with custom black
patent leather piping and rhinestone stirrup
leather keepers. 16” flaps. Used but good
condition. One owner/rider. Purchased in
2015 but, outgrown. $3,300 and local trial
allowed. Contact Camilla Cornwell: ckcornwell@gmail.com
• Custom Saddlery Icon Flight II dressage
saddle, 17.5 M/W with black patent leather
piping around pommel/flaps/cantle. Made
in 2015, unused for the past 2 years. $2500.
Contact Karen Turner e-mail kctmd@hotmail.com or (301) 854-2615
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How to Update Newsletter and Contact Preferences on PVDA.org
When we’re not in a pandemic PVDA sends out 11 newsletters per year! The newsletter includes articles, pictures, classifieds, show results, and more. We also post electronic versions of the newsletters online. The July
issue included the 2020 PVDA Member Directory. To update your information, please head to PVDA.org and
follow the instructions below to make the necessary corrections. If you prefer to receive a print copy of the
newsletter, be sure to select that option via your online account.

•
•
•
•
•

Go to PVDA.org and click the SIGN IN ink in the header.
If you haven’t updated your information for a while you’ll see a “Click here to update your profile now”
link. Or, click your name in the header and choose Account + Settings. (See image.)
Scroll down and update your information as needed. Choose yes or no for us to include or omit your
phone/email from the directory.
Bonus: You can also enter services you provide here!
Scroll down further and you will see the option to receive a print newsletter. Save your changes!

Publication Deadlines
The PVDA Newsletter is published monthly by the Potomac Valley Dressage Association. The
deadline for submissions is the 5th of the month preceding publication.
Send materials to the appropriate editor below. Late materials may be published in a subsequent newsletter as deemed appropriate. Editors reserve the right to edit all material. All submissions are subject to editorial approval.
Send your submissions to the appropriate editor:
• Display Ads, Chapter News & Photos: editor@pvda.org
• News/Articles/Flying Changes: editor@pvda.org
• The Classifieds: classifieds@pvda.org
• Calendar of Events: calendar@pvda.org
• Change of Address/Membership Renewal & Information: membership@pvda.org
(Liz Erwin, Membership Coordinator, 16816 Norbrook Drive, Olney, MD 20832; 301-924-5970)
•

PVDA Web Site: www.pvda.org

Advertise in the PVDA Newsletter!
editor@pvda.org for information
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The Potomac Valley Dressage
Association and the PVDA Newsletter
are not responsible for the content of
paid advertisements or the opinions
and statements expressed in articles
with a byline. These opinions are
those of the author and not necessarily of the Potomac Valley Dressage
Association or its Board of Directors.
Reproduction of articles, in whole or
in part, by permission only, editor@
pvda.org.

Size

Dimensions

Single Issue

Six Issues
15% Discount

Twelve Issues
20% Discount

1/8 Page
1/4 Page
1/2 Page
Full Page

3.5”w x 2”h
3.5”w x 4.75”h
7.5”w x 4.75”h
7.5”w x 9.5”h

Not Available
$50
$75
$100

Not Available
$255
$382
$510

$240
$480
$720
$960

An Ongoing Journey
By Sarah Hume

June 20, 2020 had been highlighted in BOLD on my
calendar for 11 months. After years of bumbling around
with my trusty 14.2 Welsh X, Blaze, at local schooling
shows, sometimes achieving respectable but let’s be honest, mostly somewhat average scores, I had set my sights
on competing in my first ever rated show, the 2020 Ride
for Life. I knew that my combination of show-day nerves
and rather less than perfect riding skills probably would
not amount to a ribbon placing but in my heart just to be
there to compete would give me the “ribbon” I craved.
You see, on June 11, 2019 I was diagnosed with Stage
2 metastatic breast cancer. It hit me like a bomb as I’m
sure it does anyone who is living an otherwise carefree
existence. Suddenly my life was nothing but a series of
medical appointments from the breast surgeon to the oncologist to the radiation oncologist. The chemo was especially challenging; not only did I Iose all my hair and
almost 25 pounds within a couple of months but it left
me weak and lacking in energy. Throughout it all though,
I was determined to get to the barn (a 90-minute round
trip on a good traﬃc day) and if not ride, just spend quality time with Blaze. It sounds corny, but along with the
amazing support of countless members of my family and
wonderful friends, Blaze was a key source of comfort
and hope for me. He was in rehab himself for some suspensory ligament issues and could only be ridden at the
walk at the same time as my chemo and surgery, so we
eﬀectively rehabbed together over the late summer and
fall months. Slowly, we both regained strength and mobility
and by the beginning of 2020
as I was finishing radiation and
Blaze had regained his fitness,
we were beginning to look like a
dressage pair again as we set our
sights on the June 20 show.
Of course, Covid-19 came
along in March in full force and
the prospect of Ride for Life began to recede but that didn’t dim
my resolve to get us in shape
regardless. Unfortunately, we
were to face another unexpected
and potentially fatal setback one Sunday in late April. That
evening, Blaze just didn’t seem to be himself as he came
in from turnout and sure enough his discomfort turned
into as severe a colic as I’d ever witnessed. We swiftly determined the only solution was to get him to Leesburg.

The drop oﬀ in the
twilight hours would
have been tough under any circumstances, but became all the
more traumatic when
we opened the trailer door to find, as we
suspected, that he had
gone down; so it was
a challenge to get him
up and sadly, due to
Covid-19 regulations,
after just a couple of
quick questions they
whisked him away and
I was not permitted to
visit him for 10 days. It turned out that Blaze was a good
candidate for surgery and (pause for a shout out to my
ever-understanding husband Jack for supporting me in
this decision) we determined to go ahead. During the
surgery it became very clear that the cause of the colic
was a lipoma that had wrapped itself around his intestine,
resulting in 6-7ft of non-viable tissue. Dr Adams successfully removed 8ft of intestine and Blaze came through the
surgery very well.
But that’s not the end of the story… whether it was due
to the stress of the colic or some sad, coincidental twist
of fate, Blaze developed a swift onset of laminitis and he
became severely lame, so much so that we were unable
to trailer him home for almost a week after he should
have been released.
It has been, and continues to be, a journey with an unknown
outcome, but with
the expert care of Drs
Adams and Brown
at Leesburg, our vet
Javier Donatelli, our
farrier Josh Eggink,
phenomenal
daily
care from Kate Jenkins, continued encouragement
from
Blaze’s original owner
who just happens to my daughter, Emily, along with the
therapeutic support during light turnout of SoftRide©
boots, I am cautiously optimistic that we will both be
back in the game soon. I have now set my sights on Ride
for Life 2021!
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2020 RIDE FOR LIFE

The 2019 PVDA Ride for Life raised $60,000 which funded the surgical
breast oncology fellowship at Johns Hopkins. As you will read in her letter
below, this year’s fellow, Dr. Mary Lindemuth, will return to Oklahoma at
the end of her fellowship. She will take with her the specialized knowledge
and skills she has acquired this past year and share them with her patients,
colleagues, and residents. Truly, PVDA is paying it forward. It was with great
disappointment that we learned that the 2020 PVDA Ride for Life would not
take place this year. We do have an active fundraising site for those who can
and wish to donate and PVDA will match the first $5,000 raised! Visit our
website at pvdarideforlife.org or the PVDA Ride for Life Facebook page for
more information.
You can also share your freestyle video with us! You can upload it here:
https://go.pvdarideforlife.org/upload or email the YouTube link to us at
website@pvdarideforlife.org
We are looking forward to seeing everyone at the 2021 PVDA Ride for Life next June! If you are
interested in volunteering in ANY capacity, please email chairman@pvdarideforlife.org.
Warmly,
Sarah Yaroslaski
Chair, 2020 PVDA Ride for Life
May 31, 2020
Dear PVDA Ride for Life,
As I have colleagues in both Breast Oncology and other subspecialty fellowship programs who
continue to have their training impacted by COVID, I am thankful to report that my educational opportunities continued to flourish over the past month. I spent May with the Breast Pathology team
and learned so much, from biomarkers and microscopic characteristics to the ways that I can better
facilitate and promote excellent patient care (which is as simple as providing clear, concise and thorough details on surgical specimens). This training year continues to expand my understanding and
appreciation of every discipline that is imperative in providing quality care to our patients. For the
upcoming month of June, I will be splitting my time between the Genetics and Physical Medicine &
Rehabilitation services lines. I know it will be a busy month and am looking forward to sharing my
experiences with you all.
I am also excited to report that during May I finalized my contract to return to Oklahoma City
and start work this fall. Prior to embarking on my 11 years of medical education and surgical training, I was the medical assistant for a Breast Surgical Oncologist in Tulsa. I find it surreal and a true
honor to be returning to my home state and to have the opportunity to care for the breast surgical
needs of my fellow Oklahomans. I know my skills are needed and will be greatly utilized. As always,
I cannot thank you all enough for providing me with a means to receive this training and, as a direct
result, to have a positive impact on my home state.
Last, but not least, with everything that has been occurring across the nation over the past week,
I feel I would be remiss to not recognize my privilege (including the opportunity to train at JHH)
and my need to use this to listen, learn, and do better for my black friends, neighbors, and patients.
While much has changed since the Tulsa Race Riots that occurred 99 years ago today, so much is still
the same. This is not okay, and I promise to be a leader, ally, and advocate in my community. I have
never been accused of being quiet, and now more than ever I realize I need to use my voice for good.
As we move forward, I will continue to do my best to make you all proud in everything that I do.
Best regards,
Mary Kathleen Lindemuth
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Show Results
send results to editor@pvda.org
PVDA Schooling Show

Training Level Test 3
1 Shira Rosenthal / Go Grande / 68.276%
2 Laurel Trumbour / Sunchaser / 61.552%
First Level TOC
1 Debbie Acchione / So Unexpected / 68.621%
2 Debbie Acchione / So Unexpected / 67.514%
3 Luba Abrams / Over To Hue / 66.429%
4 Luba Abrams / Over To Hue / 66.034%
5 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 60.286%
Second & Above
1 Nancy Seybold / Eli / 67.805%
2 Nancy Seybold / Eli / 67.500%
3 Pamela Parker / Irish Splash / 64.875%
4 Alison May / Blondie / 64.595%
5 Alison May / Blondie / 63.537%
6 Samantha Smith / Grovers Slapshot / 63.243%
Musical Freestyle TOC
1 Lynn Adams / Falcor / 70.333%
FEI TOC (Choice 1)
1 Carolyn Del Grosso / Irish Splash / 65.441%

Hannah Ong
& Pirate Captain

Training Level Test 2
1 Shira Rosenthal / Go Grande / 73.793%
2 Lori Brown / You Don’t Know Jack / 70.379%
3 Amina Harouna / Just Bee / 70.345%
4 Hannah Ong / Pirate Captain / 70.241%
5 Laurinda Berger / Royal Fergie Ebf / 68.621%
6 Carolyn Parker / Boomer / 68.276%
Reese Guthier / Shaylee / 66.552%
Carol Schechter / Secret Agent / 66.207%
Katherine Rizzo / Spicer Cub / 64.138%
Deb Neivert / Melody / 61.552%
Laurel Trumbour / Sunchaser / 58.103%

Laurinda Berger
& Royal Fergie EBF

Training Level Test 1
1 Carolyn Parker / Boomer / 69.231%
2 Lori Brown / You Don’t Know Jack / 68.654%
3 Reese Guthier / Shaylee / 67.308%
4 Katherine Rizzo / Spicer Cub / 65.962%
5 Carol Schechter / Secret Agent / 65.769%
6 Deb Neivert / Melody / 63.077%
Tori Capone / Eyed Be Magic / 60.000%

Lynn Adams
& Falcor

Introductor y Level
1 Ron Abrams / The Godfather / 68.250%
2 Tori Capone / Eyed Be Magic / 62.000%

Shira Rosenthal
& Go Grande

June 21, 2020 • Southwind Farm • Damascus, MD

Bottom 3 photos
by Sarah Yaroslaski
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Potomac Valley Dressage Association, Inc.
www.PVDA.org
Submit Ads, Articles & Photos:

Articles/General News: editor@pvda.org
Calendar: calendar@pvda.org
Chapter News: editor@pvda.org
Classifieds: classifieds@pvda.org
Display Ads: editor@pvda.org
Membership: membership@pvda.org
Photos: editor@pvda.org

PVDA at Waredaca I and II
Laytonsville, MD
Join us for two 1 day licensed shows

August 29 and 30, 2020
• Opportunity and money classes available both days
• Social distancing observed
• BLM qualifying period extended: scores from
December 1, 2018 - September 21, 2020 are valid!
• PVDA Year End award requirements reduced, see
score and volunteer requirements on our website
pvda.org/page/show_omnibus
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